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BirdLaser Standard 
1000 mW



Bird laser is a fully automatic bird repellent system that provides 24/7 bird

repelling. Birdlaser is the most environmentally friendly and animal friendly

product on the market. With a range of 2500 meters, large areas can be covered

(on sunny days the range goes down), a 1000 mW laser will compensate for the

power of the sunshine.

Birdlaser Standard

Technical Specifications

1. Class

2. Wavelength

3. Max effect

4. Divergence

5. Diameter at blender

6. Lifetime

7. NOHD

8. MPE

PTZ:

11. Camera

12. Horizontal projection

13. Vertical projection

14. Protection

15. Operating temperature

16. Safety

17. Netpower

18. Operating power

19. Power consumption

20. Gear accuracy

21. Weight

4

520 nm (green) continous

<1000 mW

1,0 mrad

Ø 50 mm

10.000 hours (normal conditions)

<307 meter

25,4 W/m2 (at exposure time 0,25 secongs) 

HD Quality

0° til +360° Continous

-60° til +10°

IP66

-45 °C til +60 °C

Emergency stop and low NOHD 

90/264 VAC

12/24 VDC

170 W (peak)

0,1 Degrees

18 kg

The gear play is almost zero and deviation is very low, which provides high wind safety that can 
tilt the laser housing up and down.

The laser and junction box is equipped with dehumidifiers that keeps electronic dry and free of 
moisture, IP68 polyamid quick connectors is also used between gear and laser housing.

Laser:

Junction box mounting
(Not included)

aklub
Stempel



Programming

Programming:

The camera is programmed to control the laser in specific patterns. The laser
will then scan the area without being connected to the network. 

Combination with surveillance:

With use of remote control with 5 km range, the laser can be switched off so the unit 
can be used for surveillance.

Mounting:

Wall brackets and Tripods with guy wires can be supplied.



7 Connection

RJ45 WiFi

RJ45 RJ45

Stand alone
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